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Compare 3 Digits (<, >, = )

1  Who gathered the most blueberries?

2  Can you help Dundee use the expressions below to nd the largest bowl of blueberries?

3  Can you compare the bowls?

4  Is Dundee eating the correct bowls of fruit?

5  Which symbol is missing?

6  Compare the numbers.

+  with many hints, answer keys, and solution approaches for all tasks

The complete package, including all tasks, hints, solutions, and solution
approaches, is available to all subscribers of sofatutor.com
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Who gathered the most blueberries?
Place the correct symbol between the bowls.

Skylar and Henry thought it would be a good idea to collect more blueberries in case Dundee came back again!

They have both collected a bowl full of blueberries, but who collected the most?

Compare their amounts and place the correct symbol between the bowls.
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1. Hint

Remember to start comparing in the hundreds column.

2. Hint

Remember, Dundee wants to eat the bowl with the most blueberries
so make sure his mouth is facing the right way!

Our hints for the tasks
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Answer key: <

Henry had collected more blueberries!

We start comparing the numbers in the hundreds place. We see
that 200 is greater than 100 so we know that 217 is greater than
124.

We then put < in between the bowls to show that 217 is greater
than 124.

Solutions and solution approaches for the tasks
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